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ACROSS
1. "Amadeus" director Forman  
6. Produces in large numbers  
12. Classic sleepover game  
14. Disparaging word  
15. Braced (for)  
17. Didn't end on time  
18. Corresponding (with)  
20. Early Dungeons & Dragons co.  
21. Funnies that readers click with?  
22. Have a kid  
23. Holds back  
24. 2015 WNBA MVP Elena ___ Donne  
25. Members of a presidential candidate's team  
26. Greets the villain, in a way  
27. French car company with a dieresis in its name  
30. Most snug  
31. Sit back and relax  
32. Egyptian Christians  
33. Good places?  
34. Shoulder-to-elbow bone  
36. Belt  
37. Gets comfortable with  
39. Use a shuttle  
40. Trinidad and Tobago's capital  
42. For quite a long time  
44. "That's true, and there's more ..."  
45. Nose-and-throat problem  
46. Event at the beginning of "The Return of the Jedi"  
47. Difficult  
48. Ocean trenches

DOWN
2. Dragged behind  
3. Didn't look well?  
4. Like a tiger mom  
5. Sommelier's stock  
6. Reaches across  
7. Attention-getting word online  
8. Ga. airport  
9. "Any more?"  
10. Number that doesn't include returns  
11. Most stringent  
13. Changed clips, say  
14. Safety Berry and wide receiver Decker  
16. British conceptual artist Hirst  
19. Baking containers  
22. "Oh, all right"  
24. Highly suspect  
26. Wishes  
27. Breaking point?  
28. Will Shortz, by birth  
29. Forty past  
30. All over the place  
32. To the point  
34. Difficult on the ears  
35. Position  
37. "Sorrow looks back, ____ looks around, faith looks up" (Emerson)  
38. Prepare one's body for a Mr. Universe contest  
40. Reading goal  
41. "Bill ___ History of the United States"  
43. Have breasts
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